
Official Type Moon Servant Supplement 
 

 

This is the updated Servant Supplement. It is largely the same as the old supplement, albeit 

updated with new additions from the Fate series. 

 

This supplement is to be used to create Servant’s for the Fate and Fate/Extra jumps, along 

with any jumps in the future that relate to the creation of Servants. 

 

This PDF will guide you through the process of creating your own Servant. 

 

Step -1) Defining Basic Terms that you likely already know if 

you're taking this jump. 
 

This is just a step to define some basic terms that I will be using in this supplement. 

*Holy Grail war/heaven's feel ritual: this is a ritual where in 7 mages each summon the 

spirit of a legendary hero from the past to do battle to the death with each other. When 

one servant remains the ritual is completed and the winner gets 1 wish. 

*Servant/Heroic Spirit: These are legendary heroes of the past. Their legends have grown 

to such an extant that they have become the object of worship in death. They are freed 

from the ring of reincarnation and their souls dwell in a place called the throne of heroes 

that exists outside of the world and time. Copies of their soul are conjured in to the world 

by the ritual and given spiritual bodies that can be made solid by magical energy called 

prana. 

 

Now on to actually building your servant. To build your Servant will need to purchase 

their class, Statistics, skills and noble phantasms. 

 

You will receive 1000 Servant points or SP to spend to do so, spend them wisely 

 

Step 0) Servant Base abilities: 
 

A few things to note about your servant before you begin. They are powerful spiritual 

beings and as such they share certain abilities uniformly. As Spiritual beings they are 

almost completely immune to modern weaponry. Secondly almost all (see drawbacks) 

Servants are capable of assuming spirit form in which they are unable to be harmed 

physically and are invisible (other servants may sense them). In this form they also consume 

less mana. 

As Spiritual beings they may assault humans to drain their magical energy/soul to 

replenish their own. They may also consume wraiths (disembodied souls of the dead) for 

the same purpose. Servants also can sense the presence of another servant. 

Servants are also granted knowledge of the modern day and the ability to speak the 

language of the land the war is taking place in to help them blend in. 

However as heroic spirits they do possess weaknesses. A servant will be weak against 

something that killed them in their legend. For instance a servant that died of poising will 

be weak against poisons. This is one of the reasons that most servants try very hard to 

conceal their identity, however the more famous the servant the easier it is to discover 

their identity. For instance any servant that was able to see Excalibur was immediately 



able to identify Saber as King Arthur. 

Another weakness is that to invoke many noble phantasms their name must be spoken as 

they draw upon the power of their legend. This makes Identifying them much easier. 

As they draw power from the knowledge of their legend those whose legend are more 

widely know tend to be more powerful.  

Masters of servants gain an ability to observe information about servants they have seen 

measuring known abilities and over all status. 

 

Step 1) Purchasing a class: 

 
The first step to building your servant is to purchase their class. Typically Servants can be 

summoned under one of seven standard classes however you have the option to summon 

an eighth class called Jumper. 

the eight classes are. 


Saber Servants placed within this class are agile and powerful melee warriors. It 

is commonly assumed to be the best class overall, with high ratings in all 

categories. It is one of the three Knight classes, together with Lancer and Archer 

and also possesses the Riding skill like the Rider class. Cost: 475 


Lancer Servants placed within this class are very agile and skilled with longrange 

melee weapons, such as spears, lances, etc. It is one of the three Knight 

classes, together with Archer and Saber. Cost: 325 


Archer Servants placed within this class are usually proficient with projectiles 

and can survive longer without a Master nearby, thanks to their special ability 

Independent Action; the strongest Archers can be difficult to control at times, in 

fact, due to their near-total independence from their "Masters". It is one of the 

three Knight classes, together with Lancer and Saber. Cost: 200 


Rider Servants placed within this class place emphasis upon speed and powerful 

Noble Phantasms, which often include their mounts. Their special skill is Riding, 

which allows them to fully utilize abilities of their mounts (which can range from 

simple horses to mechanical vehicles to divine or supernatural creatures.). 

Cost: 300 


Caster Servants placed within this class are adept in magecraft and have a special 

ability akin to Reality Marble, called Territory Creation, which alters or creates 

space around them to enhance their sorcery. Cost: 350 


Assassin Within the Fuyuki Holy Grail War, Servants placed within this class are 

always, as a rule, one of the 19 Hassan i Sabbah, the leaders of the clan of the 

Hashshashins who passed their name down. The Assassin in Fate/stay night 

summoned by Caster is an exception, an aberration in the system, as he was 

summoned by another Servant. This rule comes from how the word "assassin" 

itself finds its etymological roots in that clan. This rule is not present in the Moon 

Cell Holy Grail War and Great Holy Grail War, allowing for those known to be 

specialized killers to be summoned. The Assassins' special ability is Presence 

Concealment, which allows them to remain undetected. Offset by their stealth is 

their weak combat skills. Due to this, Assassins often target Masters instead of 



Servants. Optionally you may choose to ignore the only Hassan i Sabbah rule if 

you are fighting in the fuuyuki holy grail war. However be aware that Should 

Zouken get involved in the war, He can use your servant's flesh as a catalyst to 

summon his own assassin. He will likely do this to either your servant or Koujiro 

(Caster's Assassin) which ever he deems easier to get at. Cost: 300 


Berserker Servants placed within this class are always heroes who have gone 

berserk in their lifetime. This trait allows them to use the special ability Mad 

Enhancement, which trades their consciousness (i.e. sanity) for a large power 

boost. Most Masters are incapable of controlling their Servant once Mad 

Enhancement has been activated, which eventually results in their death. 

Cost: 125 


Shielder (Place holder for when Fate Grand/Order comes out) 

 

Jumper An Anomalous class. Possibly a hero of another world or many worlds. 

There is no common denominator to this class. It is the most unpredictable of the 

classes. Cost: 0 

 

Step 2 Purchasing Stats: 
 

Servants have six primary statistics that make up their overall strength: 

Strength: The measure of the servant's Strength and Physical Power; Discount: 

Saber. Lancer and Berserker Classes 

Endurance: The measure of a Servant's Toughness and resistance to damage. 

Discount: Archer and Berserker 

Agility: The measure of a Servants Quickness and Reflexes. Discount: Saber, 

Archer, Lancer, Rider and Assassin 

Mana: How much prana can store and use. Discount: Caster 

Luck: The measure of a servants luck. This is not truly luck in the commonly known sense, 

but is used to see whether a Servant can dodge or avoid the most BS things here, such as 

Causality reversing spears. Discount: Assassin 

Noble Phantasm: The strength of the Noble Phantasm one owns. While the 

ranking will often match their strongest Noble Phantasm, it will sometimes only 

reflect a secondary Noble Phantasm, or display a ranking higher or lower than 

their available wares. Note: this Stat does not need to be purchased it is assumed 

equal to your servant's highest ranked Noble Phantasm. Discount: Rider (on one 

Noble Phantasm) 

Parameter Rules are a set of rules for representing the relative power of each item 

ranked by letters under different systems, translated into specific parameters "for no 

particular reason." There are five main ranks, E, D, C, B, A, that each have a quantifiable 

number assigned to it. Considering "one" to be a "normal value", E is equal to "ten" and it 

increases by ten incrementally until reaching "fifty" at A. There is also an EX rank that 

represents a value that cannot be quantified under the normal system because it is in a 

league of its own, powerful to the extent of rendering comparisons meaningless. There 

are two different "modifiers" that can be applied to ranks, + and -. The "+" modifier 

represents the capacity of a temporary boost in power if certain conditions are met, 

allowing a weapon or ability of a lower rank to surpass a higher rank for a moment. 

While a B+ is generally weaker than an A, B+ may momentarily exceed A by doubling 

its own power. + indicates a two-times increase, ++ indicates a three-times increase, and 



+++ indicates a four-times increase. However, when refering to base Parameters, the + sign 

denotes a permanent boost, the temporary nature applies only to certain skills and to Noble 

Phantasms. The “-“ modifier refers to a halving in ability unless certain conditions are met or 

that their ability is halved IF a certain condition is met. 

 

Base Parameters: Each class has base parameters that are unmodified by the strengths 

and weaknesses of particular Heroic spirits. These are the base statistics that your Servant 

gets you may spend points to raise them or Lower them in exchange to receive points. 

 

Container Str End Agi Man Luk 

Saber A B B C D 

Archer C C C E E 

Lancer B C A D E 

Rider D D B C E 

Caster E E C A B 

Berserker C D D E E 

Assassin D D B E B 

Jumper E E E E E 

 

 

 

Scale 
The Base Parameters work on a short scale, as follows. Human Peak, for ease of measuring, 

refers to the current peak in our world, not the theoretical maximum the human body can 

output. For reference, the peak for Magic would be Tohsaka Rin, a genius magus in the FSN 

series. 

E- x10 the human peak. 

D- x20 the human peak. 

C- x30 the human peak. 

B- x40 the human peak. 

A- x50 the human peak. 

+- Each doubles the rank it is applied to. A+ becomes x100, A++ becomes x150, A+++ x200)  

EX- x500 the human peak 

 

Note- the EX rank is an unofficial measurement based on how it seems to work for Base 

Parameters in canon such as with Spartacus and Hans, and the in jump pricing. 

 

Determining your Servant's Statistics: Your servant's base stats are determined by their 

class. You may Raise these Stats by paying 50 Sp per rank. you can raise it up to A 

maximum of A rank. You may instead lower a rank to Gain 50 Sp to spend elsewhere 

with a minimum E rank for each stat. You may also purchase a "+" on the ability. A "+" 

costs 100 Sp each to a maximum of +++. You may Purchase an Ex Rank for a stat it costs 

of 350 but requires an A Rank Stat. Your Servant may only have one Ex Rank Parameter in 

the entire build. You can apply a "-" to a stat reducing it's effectiveness unless certain 

conditions are met to reduce the cost by 25 SP. 

 

Step 3 Purchase Skills: 



 

There are two types of skills that a servant may possess. Class Skills and Personal Skills. 

Class Skills are granted to them by their class upon their summoning. Heroes with 

legends that involve skills granted by their class tend to have higher ranks in them but 

even those that did not have those abilities in life will be granted them at a lower rank if 

they fit the class.. 

Personal Skills reflect the abilities the Heroic Spirits had in life and their personal 

legends. 

 

Class Skills- Start at a Rank of E and cost 25 Sp per rank to raise it to up to an A rank. 

You may also purchase a "+" on the Skill. A "+" costs 50 Sp each to a maximum of +++. 

You may Purchase an Ex Rank for a stat it costs of 175 but requires an A Rank Stat. Your 

Servant may only have one Ex Rank Parameter. You can apply A "-" to a class skill 

reducing it's effectiveness unless certain conditions are met to reduce the cost by 25 SP 

 

Personal Skills- It costs 50 Sp to purchase a rank E in a skill and 50 Sp per Rank To 

increase it to a Maximum of A rank. Each Heroic Spirit receives one rank C Personal Skill 

for free.You may also purchase a "+" on the ability. A "+" costs 100 Sp each to a maximum 

of +++. You may Purchase an Ex Rank for a stat it costs of 350 but requires an A Rank Stat. 

Your Servant may only have one Ex Rank Parameter. Note: For skills that grant an 

increase on a Parameter that is already A ranked they become an A+. You can apply a "-" 

to a skill reducing it's effectiveness unless certain conditions are met to reduce the cost by 

25 SP 

 

Discount: Caster receives a discount on one personal Skill. 

Class Class Skills 

Saber Magic Resistance, Riding 

Archer Independent Action (see Drawbacks), Magic Resistance 

Lancer Magic Resistance, Battle Continuation 

Rider Riding, Magic Resistance 

Caster Territory Creation, Item Creation 

Berserker Mad Enhancement 

Assassin Presence Concealment 

Jumper Choose one Class skill from another Class 

 

Class Class Skills 

Saber Magic Resistance, Riding 

Archer Independent Action, Magic Resistance 

Lancer Magic Resistance, Battle Continuation 

Rider Riding, Magic Resistance 

Caster Territory Creation, Item Creation, One 

discount on a Personal Skill of your 

choice 

Berserker Mad Enhancement 

Assassin Presence Concealment 

Jumper Choose one Class Skill from another 

Class 

 

 

List of Class Skills (With some examples of power by rank listed) 



 

Please note, several Skills are forbidden for use within Jumpchain. A list of these skills and 

the reasoning for them can be found at the end of the pdf. 

 

Independent Action: This skill is allows the Servant to operate independently of the Master 

and reduces the reliance on the master’s prana. High ranks can even put up resistance to the 

Command Seals, though not even EX rank would ignore them. They are a Negative Class 

skill for created Servants, but for Jumpers and Imported Companions they are treated as a 

Personal Skill (Class Skill if Archer class) 

 

 A+: Servant can remain in this world indefinitely even without a Master. However, in 

order to activate his Noble Phantasm, it is necessary to first acquire an extra supply 

of Magical Energy from alternative sources. 

 A: Can remain in this world for a week even after losing his Master. However, to use 

Noble Phantasms of great Magical Energy consumption, back up from the Master is 

necessary. 

 B: Capable of remaining in this world for two days without an established contract. 

Also capable of living on for a short period of time after suffering extensive damage 

on his spiritual core. 

 C: Capable of remaining in this world for one day without an established contract. 

 E-: Materialization is possible for 30 turns. 

 

 

 

Item Construction: This is the skill to construct Magical Items 

 A: Capable of producing Healing potions that grant limited Immortality 

 C: Semiramis specializes in poisons, so she can't make any other types of tools. 

Mad Enhancement: This skill raises basic parameters in exchange of hindering mental 

capacities. In some cases, also seals away Personal Skills. 

 EX: Rank-Up parameters, but robs most of reason. (Even while under Mad 

Enhancement, Spartacus can normally speak things such as "Those who are bound are 

strong! For until the time when they are set free, anger and sadness will continue to be 

accumulated." However, because he is fixated with thoughts of "always making the 

most difficult choices", he never listens to what people have to say. In practice, it is 

impossible to come to a mutual understanding of intentions with him. Spartacus is 

indeed an uncontrollable Berserker.) 

 A: Increases all Stats by one rank but robs the servant of most of their ability to 

reason. Due to undergoing consciousness equalization with the Master, one has 

become a more mechanical Servant. 

 B: Increases all Stats by one rank but most of the Servant's sanity is lost. 

 C: Increases all stats except luck and Mana by one rank, the Servant can no longer 

speak or think properly. 

 D: Increases Strength and Endurance by one rank the Servant's speech becomes 

simple and complex thought becomes over a long period of time becomes difficult for 

them. 

http://typemoon.wikia.com/wiki/Magical_Energy
http://typemoon.wikia.com/wiki/Magical_Energy


 E: Kintoki, while not strictly speaking mad, possesses the mentality of a grade 

schooler and intermittently flies into uncontrollable rampages. It is unclear if this is an 

effect of Mad Enhancement or his natural disposition. 

 E-: Elizabeth Bathory obtains this skill in the Berserker class, but as her 

consciousness is retained, rather than rendering enhancements to strength and 

endurance, merely 'the sensation of pain' is eliminated. 

 

 

Magic Resistance: This ability grants protection against magical effects canceling the 

spell entirely. Note this ability is Limited to A Rank for your servant. 

 A: Cancel spells of A-Rank or below. In practice, the Servant is untouchable to 

modern magi, so it would not be an exaggeration to title the Servant a "Magus Killer". 

 B: Cancel spells with a chant below three verses. Even if targeted by High-

Thaumaturgy and Greater Rituals, it is difficult for him to be affected. (As Saber 

Alter, Artoria suffered a rank-down in this skill due her corruption) 

 C: Cancel spells with a chant below two verses. Cannot defend against Magecraft on 

the level of High-Thaumaturgy and Greater Rituals. (Because she herself does not 

have any Magic Resistance, Nero boasts a low level that is unbecoming of the Saber 

Class) 

 D: Cancel Single-Action spells. Magic Resistance of the same degree of an amulet 

that rejects magical energy. 

 E: Cannot cancel spells, but magic damage is reduced somewhat. 

(Lancelot's originates from a magical ring, however its powers received a rank-down 

due to Mad Enhancement) 

 

Presence Concealment: is the capacity to hide one's presence as a Servant. It is a 

common skill to the Assassin class. 

 A+: It is possible to disappear completely and become almost impossible to be 

 detected. However, efficiency will decrease once preparations to attack are taken. 

 C: Hides one's presence as a Servant. Suitable for spying. The rank of presence 

 concealment drops considerably when preparing to attack. However, this 

 condition does not apply to poisoning something. 

 D: Suitable for spying. 

 

Riding: is expertise to ride animals and vehicles. 

 A+: Creatures on the level of Phantasmal Beast and Divine Beast can be used as 

 mounts. However, that does not apply to members of the Dragon Kind. 

 A: All creatures but those of Phantasmal Beast and Divine Beast-rank can be used as 

 mounts. This rank is high enough to have aptitude for the Rider Class. 

 B: Most vehicles can be handled with above average skill. However, cannot ride the 

 likes of Phantasm Races such as Monstrous Beasts. 

 

Territory Creation: This skill allows the servant to build a special terrain that is 

advantageous to oneself as a magus. A Territory allows the creator to cast stronger spells at a 

reduced cost, with the effects increasing as the rank does. 

 A: Creation of a "Temple", which is superior to a "Workshop", becomes possible. 



 B: Creation of a "Workshop" becomes possible. 

 C: At this level even creation of a Workshop is difficult 

 

Personal Skills list (Note: you may purchase class skills of other classes as personal 

Skills) 

 

Aesthetics of the Last Spurt is a skill that derives from Atalanta having always made her 

opponents run ahead in footraces that she ultimately won. 

 C: Can anticipate the enemy by letting him take the initiative and then confirming his 

actions. Related Quote: "Go ahead. I shall pass in front of you afterward like a squall. 

 

 

Animal Dialogue is communication of intention with animals that don't speak a 

"language of words". 

 C: Since it's not like the intellect of the animals improve, very complex nuances are 

not conveyed. (Even then, maybe because Kintoki's mental structure is close to 

animals, they strangely get into a mutual understanding.) 

Baptism Rite is a type of magecraft that changed style into a church form. It is effective on a 

spiritual body. 

 B+: Amakusa Shirou Tokisada By linking his two Noble Phantasm, it is even possible 

to make a Servant go through a sublimation process. 

 

Battle Continuation is the strength of vitality for predicaments. Also, the ability to 

withdraw from combat and reach allied territory alive after being defeated. 

 A: Makes possible to fight even with deadly injuries and can remain alive so long as 

one does not receive a decisive fatal wound. 

 

Bravery is the ability to negate mental interference such as pressure, confusion and 

fascination. Not usable under the effects of Mad Enhancement. 

 A+: Bonus effect of increasing melee damage. 

 

Charisma is the natural talent to command an army. Increases the ability of allies during 

group battles. A rare talent, and an ability inherent to Servants of the Saver class. It is 

said that a rank of B in this skill is sufficient to lead a nation as its King. 

 A+: At this point it is no longer popularity, but rather a kind of spell (curse) in 

 itself. 

 : Can be said to have achieved the greatest level of popularity as a human being. 

 B: Suitable for a king of a country. 

 C: Joan's figure participating in the assaults hoisting a flag raised the morale of the 

soldiers to the limit and united the troops. Thanks to her charisma, it is possible to 

make others believe in the contents of the "revelations" without basis. 

 E: Leadership skills increase, but the morale of troops decreases extremely. 

 

Chinese Martial Arts is a Chinese rationality. A value that measures one's mastery of 

the martial arts that made becoming one with the universe as its objective. Its difficulty to 

learn is of the highest level and, unlike other Skills, it is at A Rank that one is at a level 

where he is said to have finally "learned it". 



 A+++: At this point, one is a master among masters. 

 

Clairvoyance connotes superior visual perception and dynamic occipital capture, such as 

to supplement the long-range aiming of projectile weapons. At higher ranks, it is possible 

that the bearers of this skill have acquired such abilities as precognition ("future vision") 

and other forms of perception beyond standard eyesight (X-ray vision and so forth). 


 C: Capable of keeping track of fast-moving object within a range of 4kms. 

 

Collector is the 'talent' to collect high quality goods -- a 'luck' that draws rare items into 

the possession of the Servant. However, the Servant's Master derives no benefit from this 

personal skill. 

 EX: Gilgamesh is a collector of treasures. Within his era, he aggregated and sealed 

unto his collection all the fruits of civilization. Rather than 'possession of individual 

items,' it would be more appropriate to say that the true treasure he grasped was 'the 

very essence of human ingenuity.' All that falls beyond the Treasury of the King are 

those creations that came of 'new concepts' crafted by Post-Humans and items 

derived of the civilizations of other celestial bodies. 

 

Crossing Arcadia 

 B: Can move while jumping over all kinds of obstacles on the field, including 

enemies. Related quote: "Arcadia, my far-away homeland, I shall jump stone by stone 

across the steep mountain range that lead to you.". (Archer of Red) 

 

Demonic Defender of the State is the capacity of a Servant to mark a region as his 

personal dominion by securing the surrounding leylines prior to an engagement. 

EX: Vlad III's ability permits the reinforcement of his combat capabilities when 

fighting in his territory, gaining a combat power bonus equivalent to Mad 

Enhancement of Rank A, and Kazikli Bey is a Noble Phantasm that may be 

deployed only within the marked domain. 

 

Discernment of the Poor is insight to see through the opponent's character and attribute. 

 A: He will not be deceived by excuses and deceptions from words. (It expresses the 

power to grasp the true nature of the opponent possessed by Karna, who was blessed 

with the opportunity to inquire about the life and value of the weak due being 

someone without a single relative.) 

 

Disengage is the ability to break away from combat. 

 C: Bonus effect of returning battle conditions to what they were at the beginning of 

the match. 

 

Divinity is the measure of whether one has Divine Spirit aptitude or not. At high levels 

one is treated as a mixed race of a Divine Spirit, and the level declines when the Heroic 

Spirit's own rank as a Monster, Demonic Beast raises. It can also decrease due one's 

dislike for the gods. It also has an effect which reduces special defensive values called 

"purge defense" in proportion to the Divinity's Rank. It can break through Skills such as 

Protection of the Faith and Enlightenment of the Sacred Fig. (Note- EX rank divinity refers 

to Divine Spirits, and is only purchasable for Servant’s in Fate/Extra jump.) 

 A+: (Gilgamesh original value as a 2/3 demigod) 



 A: (Karna son of the sun God and later became one himself.) 

 A: (Heracles was originally a 1/2 demigod, but he became a full God after death.) 

 B: (Gilgamesh effective value.) Though he possesses divine affinity of the highest 

level, Gilgamesh's personal dislike of the gods effectuates a rank down. 

 B: Cu Chulainn (EXTRA) 

 C: (Iksander has been said that he is the son of the greatest of the Gods, Zeus,while 

there is no clear evidence to support this claim.) 

 C: (Semiramis was the daughter of the Syrian fish-goddess Derketo and a mortal.) 

 D: (Kintoki, depending on the version of the tale, is the son of Yama-Uba 

impregnated by a clap of thunder.) 

 E−: (Medusa's divinity was reduced after her transformation into the Gorgon) 

Eternal Arms Mastership prevents degradation of fighting skills when under the effect 

of mental hindrance. 

 A+: Mastership of combat arts has reached the point of being said to be unrivalled in 

one's era. By complete merging of mind, body and technique, it is possible to make 

use of full fighting skills even when under the influence of any sort of mental 

hindrance. 

Evaporation of Sanity Reasoning is disappearing. It is impossible to keep any secrets. 

 D: Carelessly chatters about own team's weaknesses and True Names, forgetful of 

important things, etc. A kind of extreme curse. This skill also serves as "Instinct." 

During battle one is able to, to some extent, feel the optimal course. 

 

Expert of Many Specializations is access to and use of many expert skills. 

 A+: Tactics, academia, espionage, assassination, swindling, rhetoric and a total of 32 

other skills can be used with proficiency of Rank B or above. (Assassin achieves this 

by arbitrary changing between his multiple personalities). 

 

Eye for Art is infatuation with works of art. 

 E-: If he happens to see a Noble Phantasm that possess artistic anecdotes, there is a 

small chance that he might be able to figure out its true name. 

 

Eye of the Mind (False) is a natural talent to avoid danger on the basis of an innate 6th 

sense, intuition, or prescience, where accuracy of instinct has been augmented by 

experience -- somewhat overcoming the problem of visual obstructions that appear in the 

course of combat. The difference between Eye of the Mind (True) and Eye of the Mind 

(False) lies in that the former is an ability that humans can obtain through accumulation 

of experience. The 'False' version is superficially similar, but in fact represents a natural 

instinct that cannot be obtained regardless of effort or experience -- even though 

experience can refine its accuracy. 

 A: The ability grants an effect of offering resistance against penalties caused by visual 

obstructions. (During the fifth Holy Grail War, in the battle with Arturia, Assassin 

crossed blades with an invisible sword numerous times. He was able to use this ability 

to gauge even the length and width of the sword, and see through the fact that Arturia 

was unable to use her Noble Phantasm attack due to a lack of mana. Seeing through 

the weapon and style of his opponent after crossing blades only a few times, the 

perception of his eyes is the best among Servants.) 

 B: (Even though Hercules’ sanity was lost due to Mad Enhancement, this skill 

remained effective as it is nearly an instinct. When crossing swords with a seasoned 

swordsman like Arturia, he would not fall for half-hearted feints. It is such a 



troublesome ability for Heracles' opponents. Although monstrous in size, Heracles has 

a high rank in Agility. As a result, it is very difficult to corner him.) 

 B: Calm analysis of battle conditions, by which competent grasp of the status of the 

self and the opponent are obtainable even in the midst of danger; utilization of such to 

deduce the appropriate course of action that permits escape from a lethal predicament. 

(Archer of Fate/Extra has this skill instead of his counterpart's Eye of the Mind (True) 

skill, but the description of the skill matches that of Eye of the Mind (True). 

Eye of the Mind (True) is a heightened capacity for observation, refined through 

experience. 

 B: Capable of calm analysis of battle conditions even when in danger and deduce an 

appropriate course of action after considering all possibilities to escape from a 

predicament. So long there is even a 1% chance of a comeback, this ability greatly 

improves the chances of winning. 

 

Familiar (Doves) allows the use of doves as familiars. 

 D: They can be directed by thought alone, without need for a contract. 

Golden Rule measures one's fortune to acquire wealth. 

 A: Money problems are completely unknown. (Gilgamesh, Toyotomi Hideyoshi) 

 C-: For Siegfried, due to the Nibelung treasure promised a lifetime untroubled by 

money, but his Luck is Rank-Down. 

 

Guardian Knight temporarily raises defensive power when protecting others. 

 A+: (As the guardian of many countries and regions, George is always expected to 

"guard over others". And such expectations give him unlimited power of protection.) 

(Please note- this is not actually unlimited, be reasonable) 

 

High-Speed Divine Words is the power to activate Thaumaturgy without the use of 

Magic Circuits. The language of the Age of Gods, back when words played a heavy role 

in spellcasting. As such, it is power long lost by modern magi. 

 A: High-Thaumaturgy-level Magecraft can be cast at the speed of Single-Action 

spells. 

 

High-Speed Incantation is the capacity to recite spells at high speeds. 

 E: In the case of Hans Christian Andersen, rather than expedience in spell recitation, 

this skill embodies the immense speed at which he is capable of generating 

publication drafts. 

 

Imperial Privilege is an ability that, due the insistence of the owner, Skills that are 

essentially impossible to possess can be obtained for a short period of time. In cases when 

the Rank is above A, even the "burden to the body" is acquired (such as Divinity). 

 EX: (For Nero, the relevant Skills are Riding, swordsmanship, fine 

arts, Charisma, Military Tactics and others) 

 

Information Erasure is the removal of information regarding the Servant's true name, 

abilities, and appearance from the records and memories of all witnesses, including the 



opponent, following the conclusion of an engagement. 

 B: This effect is enforced even within digital recordings by a closed-circuit camera in 

broad daylight. However, evidence of the engagement is not removed from the scene, 

and by way of logical deduction, the Servant's identity may be revealed 

 

Innocent Monster is an attribute possessed by Servants whose history and existence 

have been distorted by the monstrous reputations they accrued across the course of their 

life and thereafter. As a consequence, the Servant's abilities and appearance have been 

rendered to conform to the specifications of their legend. Incidentally, this personal skill 

cannot be removed. 

 A: Elizabeth Bathory gains this personal skill when in the Berserker class, 

transforming into a draconian monster. Being that creatures of draconian descent tend 

to possess Breath Weapons of their elemental orientation, the nature of Elizabeth's 

dragon breath is 'supersonic vibrations.' 

 D: In the case of Hans Christian Andersen, distortion is rendered by the Curses of the 

Readers. 

 

Innovation is a special skill granted to heroes who brought about revolutions in their eras. 

Oda Nobunaga possesses the version Tenka Fubu – Innovation due to the special 

characteristics of her own revolution. 

- Tenka Fubu - Innovation is the version of Innovation possessed by Oda Nobunaga. It is a 

conceptual revolution of subjecting the old with the new. 

 A: It grants modifiers leaning more in one's favor the higher the opponent's rank in 

Divinity or Mystery or the more that opponent is a Heroic Spirit who is a guardian of 

the establishment. Thanks to it, Archer boasts an absolute advantage over Heroic 

Spirits and Noble Phantasms with Divinity and Mystery. However, it has no power 

over Heroic Spirits of the modern era with little Mystery. And not only that, but the 

effects of her other skills and Noble Phantasms drop. 

 

Instinct ( is the power to "feel" the most favorable developments for oneself during 

battle. 

 A: Refined sixth sense is now close to true precognition. Bonus effect of reducing by 

half the penalties caused by obstructed vision and hearing. 

 C: It is only effective for the sake of defense (George employs this ability for the sake 

of immediately judging "whether the opponent is an enemy that must be fought".) 

Knowledge of Respect and Harmony prevents any decrease in the effectiveness of a 

technique, regardless of how many times it is used against the same opponent. 

 B: Attacks cannot be perceived by the enemy. 

 

Librarian of Stored Knowledge is an ability that makes it possible for a clear recall of 

knowledge from memory with a successful Luck check, even if the information perceived 

in the past was not consciously acknowledged at the time. 



 

Magecraft is knowledge about modern Thaumaturgy. 

 C-: Capable of using orthodox Thaumaturgy. 

 

Mental Disorder The mind has fallen ill. It is not the Mad Enhancement that Berserkers 

usually possess. 

 A: Being unable to feel the pain of others or read the mood of one's surroundings. Has 

the ability of mental super armor. 

 

Mental Pollution makes it highly possible to shut out any mental interference 

Thaumaturgy, due to possessing a distorted mentality. However, at the same time it 

becomes impossible to come to an understanding with individuals that do not possess an 

equivalent rank of mental pollution. 

 C: Provides a probability that mental interference magecraft will be rendered 

ineffective. In the condition that the Servant's master is of Evil alignment, and 

perpetrates acts of cruelty against the Servant, Mental Pollution will increase in rank, 

further increasing defenses against magecraft. However, as the Servant's psyche is 

inherently broken, this may result in irreversible deterioration. 

Military Tactics is tactical knowledge used not for one-on-one combat situations, but for 

battles where many are mobilized. Bonus modifiers are provided during use of one's own 

Anti-Army Noble Phantasm or when dealing against an enemy Anti-Army Noble 

Phantasm. 

 

Monstrous Strength is an ability possessed by monsters and beasts, temporary boost of 

the Strength parameter by one rank for a time limit determined by the ranking of this 

skill. 

 B: (the longer Medusa is under the influence of this skill, the more she turns into the 

legendary monster Gorgon) 

 C-: However, in the situation that this skill is activated, every 1 turn that passes 

damage is taken. 

 

Murderer of the Misty Night is a skill associated with the Servant's nature as a serial 

killer rather than as an Assassin, which permits preemptive strike against all opponents. 

However, unconditional success of the skill is possible only at night. Requires a 

successful Luck Check for use during daytime. 

 

Mystic Eyes is the possession of Mystic Eyes that are capable of interfering with the 

outside world. 

 A+: Cybele 

 C : Possesses Mystic Eyes that enchants the souls of those who the user looks at and 

of those who look at the user. (In Arcueid's case, it does not function properly due a 

misunderstanding from the Master. Her original Rank in this Skill is A) 

Mystic Face is a spell (curse) inherent of one's facial features which is cast as soon as the 

target look at the user's face. 

 C: Diarmuid of the Love Spot. Effects are similar to those of Charm-type Mystic 

Eyes. 

 



Natural Body is the possession of a perfect body as a living being from birth. The owner 

of this Skill is treated as if his STR is always Rank-Up 

 C: (Furthermore, even without training Kintoki's muscles are brawny and his body 

shape doesn't change no matter how much calories he intakes.) 

 

 

Nature of a Rebellious Spirit is the temperament to never remain at one location and 

never embrace a lord. A wandering star that does not have the capacity to be king nor is 

capable of finding his own king. Negates the effects of Charisma with the same rank. 

 

Numeral of the Saint denotes that "3" is the sacred number of the Celts.  

 EX: From 9 AM to noon and 3 PM to sunset, power triples. (Gawain) 

Numerology is the magecraft system, Kabbalah. 

 B: Combining shortened arias due to Notarikon, multiple commands can be instantly 

given to multiple golems. 

 

Pioneer of the Stars is the unique Skill given to heroes that became turning points in the 

human history. All difficult voyages and challenges which are considered "impossible" 

turn into "events that can be realized". 

 

Prana Burst is the increase in performance caused by infusing one's weapons and body 

with magical energy and instantly expelling it. Simply put, recreating the effect of a jet 

burst by expending large amounts of prana. 

 A: A normal weapon that is not on the level of a divine mystery can be destroyed in 

one blow. Raises defense in several times. (Arturia uses this skill mainly for defense 

and high-speed movement. As Saber Alter, her magical energy will cover her body in 

this fashion regardless of her will) 

 

Prana Burst (Flames) is a version of Prana Burst that infuses weapons with prana that 

imparts a flame effect. 

 A: In Karna's case, blazing flames become prana to dwell in the weapon used. This 

Skill is usually active and all the weapons that Karna grasps receive this effect. 

 

Presence Detection is the ability to detect other Servants and local mana sources. 

 A+: Called an ability of the highest class, Enkidu is capable of detecting anything 

from other Servants to water sources clear across Snowfield, covering more than ten 

kilometers. 

 

Projectile (Daggers) is the expertise for throwing projectile weapons; in this case, 

daggers. 

 B: Thrown projectile weapons are now comparable to bullets. 

 

Protection from Arrows is an increased defense against ranged attacks by predicting the 

projectiles' trajectories through exceptional means, such as hearing the sound of air being 

cut, or sensing the killing intent of the enemy. 



 B: (an inborn ability of Cu Chuhlainn; as long as the shooter is within his line of 

sight, he can track down ranged weapons with his eyes and defend against them. Does 

not apply for attacks made from super-long-range or with a great area-of - effect) 

 

Protection from Wind is a charm (spell) originated from the Middle East, used mainly 

for protection against sandstorms and Jinns. 

 A: True Assassin's ability originate from the time when he was alive (mainly used to 

protect himself from sandstorms and similar events), and this ability once saved him 

from Saber's Invisible Air. 

 

Protection of the Fairies is a blessing from Elementals; the capacity to increase one's 

Luck in dangerous situations. Activation is limited to battlefields, where it is possible to 

perform feats of arms. 

 

Protection of the Faith is a Skill possessed only by those who have sacrificed 

themselves for a religious view. Despite being a form of divine protection, it is not a 

blessing from a higher existence. It is only the absoluteness of one's body and soul, which 

is born from faith. But if it is too high, it causes abnormalities in the personality. 

 A+++: Lancer, being Vlad III or Vlad the Impaler, possesses this ability due to his 

brutally effective methods of protecting Christianity and the lands of Wallachia. At 

such a high rank, however, it took a heavy toll on his sanity. 

 

Revelation is a Skill equivalent to Instinct, a sixth sense regarding battles; however, 

"Revelation" accommodates all matters related to the achievement of a goal (for instance, 

choosing the most suitable path while traveling). Because there is no basis to it (or so 

thinks Ruler), it cannot be explained to others clearly. 

 

Rune Magic is knowledge about this type of Magecraft that originated in northern 

Europe. 

 B: capacity to use the 18 original runes. 

 

Saint indicates being acknowledged as a saint. When summoned as a Servant, the ability 

of saint is selected one among "raising the effectiveness of sacraments", "automatic HP 

recovery", "1 Rank-Up to Charisma" and "production of a holy shroud is possible". 

 

Shapeshifting refers to both borrowing bodies and appearance change. A method used 

by the millenary spirits of foxes and badgers of China that are put on par with Tamamono- 

Mae. 

 A+: It seems like the master's look has been copied exactly. Nursery Rhyme-specific 

additional description: I'm going to shapeshift, I will shapeshift.    

   I am you, you are me.      

             I'm going to shapeshift, I shapeshifted.    

            I am you, and you are me. 

 A: (A method used by Daii of the Shang Zhou Revolutionary Period, but Tamamo-no-

Mae does not feel like making much of an use of this due a trauma of the past) 

 

Soul of a Martyr is a mental protection that negates mental interference. 

 B+: (George is the owner of a strong faith who was pressed to renounce his religious 

beliefs many times and, despite receiving countless tortures, never fell down to such 

persecutions.) 



 

Sphere Boundary is a meditatively-based technique by which, through utilization of Qi 

(one of the culturally-specific names of Od), one may perceive the exact conditions of the 

immediate environment, and make use of the resulting perception so as to adjust and 

minimize the noticeability and impact of one's existence. 

For those who have reached the pinnacle of this skill, it is possible to synchronize with 

the world to such an extent that the human figure is rendered naturally indiscernible; it 

could be said that this state of oneness is the purpose for the pursuit of the Sphere 

Boundary to begin with. Vitrification functions on a similar basis. 

Incidentally, this personal skill is attained purely through the mastery of the martial arts, 

and is therefore unrecognizable to those trained solely under the system of Magecraft -- 

being lacking in the telltale large-volume prana utilization that manifests in the use of 

Magecraft-based invisibility. As with the Tsubame Gaeshi attained by the Assassin of the 

5th Heaven's Feel of Fuyuki, the Presence Elimination effectuated by the Sphere 

Boundary exceeds the domain of human capability. 

According to the Fate / Extra Drama CD, as with the technique of Presence 

Concealment utilized by the Hassan i Sabbah, elimination of presence drops in 

efficiency in the circumstance that the user initiates an attack or poises for an offensive -- 

even though invisibility is still effectively maintained. For this reason, opponents 

unfamiliar with the technique are still capable of 'just barely evading' a seemingly 

invisible attack, provided sufficient skill, talent, or experience. However, in the absence 

of any preparation for offensive action, a practitioner of the Sphere Boundary remains 

wholly indiscernible even on physical contact. 

 

Subversive Activities is the talent to reduce the enemy forces in the preliminary stages, 

before going into battle. An expert of traps. However, the higher is the ranking of this 

Skill, the more one's spiritual status as a hero declines. 

 A: It is possible to disable nearly 60% of the total military force before the enemy 

advances. 

 

Surgical Procedure is the capability of surgical repair with use of a bloodstained scalpel, 

applicable to the Servant or her Master. 

 E: Despite the technique being 120 years old, and somewhat unreliable by visual 

appearance alone, the procedures manage to attain their intended effect, boosted 

somewhat with application of prana. (The victims of Jack the Ripper were found with 

their organs removed in such a way as to require anatomical knowledge or skill with 

dissection.) 

 

The Honor of the Battered 

 B: In the instance that Sparticus' injuries are repaired by means of magecraft, the 

required prana cost is quartered. In truth, the pain inflicted heightens his combat 

focus, allowing him to tap into his full potential; by corollary, if he is not injured, he 

cannot fight at full strength. The notion that "one must first conquer the pain inflicted 

by the enemy to attain absolute victory" is a fundamental premise of Spartacus' 

tactics. 

 

Uncrowned Arms Mastership is arms competency that was not recognized by others 

due various reasons. 



 -: To the opponents, the rank of Karna's sword, spear, bow, Riding and Divinity 

appears to be one degree lower than what it actually is. If his true name is revealed, 

this effect will be terminated. 

 

Vitrification is a serene state of mind. A mental protection that nullifies mental 

interference. 

 B+: By limiting his fighting spirit as a martial artist, one can conceal his presence. (As 

he is not a true assassin, Kojirou cannot truly make use of the Assassin's Class Skill 

Presence Concealment. However, with this ability he is able to simulate its effects to 

some extent) 

 

Voyager of the Storm is the talent to impel a ship and those who the user identifies with. 

Because the ability as a group leader is also necessary, this unique Skill also has the 

effects of both Charisma and Military Tactics. 

 

Wisdom from the Gods is Greek Mythology's Gods giving the sage various wisdoms. 

 A+: Other than those characteristic of heroes, almost all other skills of proficiency 

B~A rank can be displayed. Also with a Master's agreement, other Servant's can be 

granted skills. (Please note- this refers to normal skills, not Servant Skills) 

 

Witchcraft is the Dakini heavenly methods. It includes methods to discern one's time of 

death and secret arts to obtain influence, such as methods to attain status and fortune (for 

men) and methods to gain the favor of influential individuals (for women). 

 EX: (By lamenting harshly learning from experience in the past, Tamamo-no- Mae 

does not feel like making much use of this) 

Zealotry Normally unattainable mental strength can be obtained by having so much religious 

faith in something that it is beyond the understanding of those around her. 

 

Step 4) Purchasing Noble Phantasms 

 
The first thing that must be addressed is what is a noble phantasm? A noble phantasm is a 

powerful item or ability possessed by a heroic spirit. They are the embodiment of the 

ultimate weapons or abilities of a hero. They symbolize their existence through historical 

facts and anecdotes. They can be physical weapons, such as swords, lances, and bows, or 

support items, such as rings and crowns. They can also be abstract concepts, like unique 

abilities, unique means of attack, curses, and changes to the environment and its physical 

properties. When summoned as Servants in the Holy Grail War, they are the trump cards 

of the heroes that allow them to overcome others in battle. 

Types of Noble Phantasms: 

Each Noble Phantasm is classified by their effectiveness against enemies. One Noble 

Phantasm May have Multiple classifications depending on it's abilities. 

The Known types of Noble Phantasm are as fallows 

Anti-Unit Noble Phantasm - Anti-Unit Noble Phantasms are those specialized 

against defeating other people in single combat. Compared to stronger weapons, 

they will not go beyond defeating other beings no matter how strong the magical 

energy or curse they wield. Saber's Invisible Air wouldn't increase the speed of an 

action like chopping wood, and Lancer's Gae Bolg, which strikes the opponent's 

heart, would just be a strong lance if the target is a rock or a house. The advantage 



over stronger weapons is that they can be compared to guns with unlimited ammo 

while Anti-Army Noble Phantasms are one-time missiles. Missiles are more 

powerful, but an Anti-Unit can be continuous like Invisible Air. There are also 

those that are very cost effective like Gae Bolg, so it can be called a sure-hit 

arrow that is better at killing single people than a cannonball. 

Anti-Unit (Self) Noble Phantasm - Anti-Unit Noble Phantasm used upon the 

wielder instead of another target. 

Anti-Self Noble Phantasm - The classification of The Queen's Glass Game. 

Anti-Mind Noble Phantasm - This classification targets the mind. 

Anti-Team Noble Phantasm - The classification of Aestus Domus Aurea. 

Anti-Gate Noble Phantasm - The classification of Fierce Tiger Forcibly Climbs 

a Mountain. 

Anti-Army Noble Phantasm - Anti-Army Noble Phantasms are those with a 

wide enough range to be specialized against armies. They are more powerful 

weapons than Anti-Unit Noble Phantasms, capable of easily blowing them away, 

but they must be used more wisely because of their larger cost. Using an A rank 

Noble Phantasm takes a great deal of prana, so they must wait before they can use 

it again. 

Anti-Fortress Noble Phantasm - This rank has powerful Noble Phantasms that 

can even blow away solid fortified structures. While the difference between Anti- 

Unit and Anti-Army is the variation in area of effect, Anti-Fortress Noble 

Phantasms are distinguished from other categories by the great difference in 

power. Only Excalibur has this rank in all of the Noble Phantasms of the Fourth 

and Fifth Holy Grail Wars. God Force in Fate/Extra also possesses this rank. 

Anti-Populace Noble Phantasm - The classification of Sarasvati Meltout. 

Anti-City Noble Phantasm - The classification of Sarasvati Meltout . 

Anti-Country Noble Phantasm - The classification of Brahmastra belongs to 

this rank, but the difference in power from other classifications is not elaborated 

upon. 

Anti-World Noble Phantasm - Noble Phantasms that affect the World itself are 

of this rank. The classification of Enuma Elish belongs to this rank. While the 

actual output is around the level of Excalibur, its effect that is unquestionably that 

of the legend of "ripping the world" puts the sword in a special category. 

Anti-Planet Noble Phantasm - The classification of Angra Mainyu/CCC and 

Cursed Cutting Crater. 

Anti-Thaumaturgy Noble Phantasm - The classification of Rule Breaker 

belongs to this rank. 

Anti-Divine Noble Phantasm - Noble Phantasms effective against Divine Spirits 

are of this rank. They are few in number, including Enkidu and Vasavi Shakti. 

Barrier Noble Phantasm - Noble Phantasms used to create barriers belong to 

this rank, but it does not include those that are also used to attack. Avalon is 

purely defensive, so it is a typical example of a barrier. While other Noble 

Phantasms like Blood Fort Andromeda may create barriers, they will instead be 

classified by their ability to attack like Blood Fort Andromeda belonging to the 

Anti-Army category. 

Now that we have that out of the way... You may choose to make each noble phantasm 

you purchase any of the listed types. However using anti army noble phantasms uses up a 

great deal of energy. using anti fortress noble phantasms even more so. Similarly the 

higher rank a noble phantasm is the more energy it will use. Your servant may only be 

able to use a Rank A or higher Anti Fortress noble phantasm a few times during the war. 



But what the hell does my servant's noble phantasm do? Noble phantasms are capable 

of a great deal of things. Many noble phantasms are attacks but not all of them. Hercules' 

God Hand for instance which nullifies damage from any attack he has previously 

received or that are rank B or lower and instantly resurrects him 11 times. It is based on 

his legend of the 12 labors (Specifically the immortality granted after completion of the 

12 labors). 

Each noble phantasm is based upon the legend of the hero. It is usually a weapon or 

ability they used in life or a manifestation of deed they performed in their legend. As 

such there are very little limits to what a noble phantasm could be capable of. However 

the more powerful the ability the higher the rank. The more damage the ability does the 

higher the rank. 

Cost: To purchase a Rank E Noble Phantasm costs 50 Sp. To increase the Rank costs 50 

Sp. Free: Each hero Receives one Rank C Noble Phantasm Free, Discount: Rider Class 

Heroes Receive a discount on One Noble Phantasm. You may add a "+ "to the Rank of 

your Noble Phantasm for 100 SP, this may be purchased multiple times to a maximum of 

A+++. You may also increase the rank of an A rank Noble Phantasm to EX for 350 SP, 

you may only have 1 Ex rank Parameter. You can apply a "- "to a Noble Phantasm 

reducing it's effectiveness unless certain conditions are met to reduce the cost by 25 SP. 

 

Step 6) Drawbacks: 

 
Need More points, Well here is your opportunity. Your Servant can take drawbacks too. 

These will limit their ability somewhat but the extra points may be worth it. You are 

limited to 200 Sp worth of Drawbacks 

Gender Bent: your heroic spirit is the opposite gender of what history or myth said they 

were. Apparently they hid their gender somehow... Not available for servants that have 

been already featured. + 0 Sp 

 

Saber again, Really?: Only available with a Gender Bent servant who is of the saber 

class. Your servant looks suspiciously like a certain king of knights. If you are 

participating in the fuyuki grail war expect much confusion and shenanigans. + 0 Sp 

 

No Natural Mana replenishment: Something with your summons must have gone 

wrong. you are incapable of replenishing your servants mana by conventional means. 

You must either find some other way to replenish their mana or They will fade out of 

existence before the war + 100 Sp 

 

Personality clash: Your servant and you do not get along well. Either it is a clash of 

ideology or personality expect to argue with them a lot at minimum. If the problem is 

left unresolved your servant may turn on you. Conserving your command seals would be 

a good idea, even more so than usual. Note: If you and your servant survive the grail war 

and choose to have your servant become a companion you will come to an understanding 

and even become friends + 100 SP 

 

What Spiritual form?: For one reason or another your servant is unable to go into a 

spiritual form. This means they will have to physically accompany you everywhere and 

you may have to find a way to conceal their identity and they are more likely to draw 

attention. + 50 Sp 

 



Does not feel like using this Skill: for some reason or another your servant does not feel 

like using one of their personal skills (usually do to pass trauma like Tomamo-no-mae). 

You may be able to convince them to use it once with an extremely strong argument or 

you can force them to do so with a command seal though it might cause hard feelings 

between the two of you. + 1/2 the cost of the skill. (this is not counted under the 

maximum Sp for drawbacks and can not be purchased on a skill that already has a 

discount) 

 

Missing Class Skill: not every servant under a class is capable of all aspects of a class. 

Your servant is missing a class skill and can not attain it during this war (can't be taken 

for independent action) + 25 Sp 

 

Inefficient mana consumption: For some reason or another your Servant requires twice 

the normal amount of mana from you. Can not be taken with Independent Action. + 50 

Sp 

 

Negative Personal/Class Skills: Not all personal skills are beneficial. Some are skills 

reflecting ailments that the heroic spirit had in their legend. Independent action is 

included here because it allows your servant to disobey you. Negative skills are not 

counted on the maximum SP for drawbacks 

Independent Action: is the ability to remain independent even when rejecting the prana 

supply from the Master. At the higher ranks, it is also possible to remain for extended 

periods of time in this world without an established contract. It is both useful and 

troublesome depending on the disposition of the Servant and the rank of Independent 

Action. Acting in autonomy from the Master's prana supply, the Master can concentrate 

their own prana on large spells, or the Servant will be fine even in the case they can not 

supply prana due to injury. The downside is that they can be harder to control and keep 

by their side, making the only true way to command them by utilizing Command Spells. 

(Please note- This costs CP as a Personal Skill for Jumpers and Imported Servants, or as a 

Class skill if the Jumper or Import is an Archer class Servant) 

+ 25 Sp per rank 

 A+: Servant can remain in this world indefinitely even without a Master. However, in 

order to activate his Noble Phantasm, it is necessary to first acquire an extra supply of 

from alternative sources. 

 A: Can remain in this world for a week even after losing his Master. However, to use 

Noble Phantasms of great prana consumption, back up from the Master is necessary. 

 B: Capable of remaining in this world for two days without an established contract. 

Also capable of living on for a short period of time after suffering extensive damage 

on his spiritual core. 

 C: Capable of remaining in this world for one day without an established contract. 

 E-: Materialization is possible for 30 turns. 

 

Migraine: is a curse inherited from the birthplace of one's previous life. Due suffering 

from chronic headaches, the success rate of mental Skills decreases considerably. +25 Sp 

Per rank 

 

Weak Constitution: is a weakness struck by the nature of frail health. Similar in nature 

to Innocent Monster, where the people of future generations perspective effects the 

existence of Heroic Spirit. + 25 Sp per rank. 



 A: Saber is accompanied by the risk of sudden status drop at anytime of every action. 

The probability of risk is not high but when it is invoked in combat, it is immense. 

 

Forbidden Skills List- 

Most of Saver/Buddha’s skills- These are all the skills of a game’s Final Boss and none are 

anywhere close to balanced. These include Enlightenment of the Sacred Fig (Total 

Invulnerability against any non divine being), Counter Hero and Kalaripayattu. 

 

God’s Resolution- A ruler class skills that gives extra command seals. As Ruler class is not 

available for purchase and buying extra command seals is something that will be included in 

the main jump, it too is off limits. 

 

BB’s skills/Alter Ego/Cheat Skills- These are literally called Cheats and were made by a 

god like AI, none of them are anywhere close to fair, most involving one hit kills, 

invulnerability or instant wins or infinite parameters. They include Absorption, 

Transformation, Experience Point Bonus, Golden Grail, Self Modification, Crack Ice, Grow 

up Grow, Huge Scale, Melt Virus and Trash and Crash. 

 

Double Summon- This is a skill which denotes when a Servant has two classes. As having 

something like this would obviously break the discount system and stats in half, it cannot be 

purchased. 

 

Tsubame Gaeshi- This is a technique unique to Sasaki Kojiro, rather then a generic skill 

capable of being possessed by any Servant. It is not purchasable, but it would come free of 

charge if one were to have Sasaki as a Servant. 

 

Ultimate One- Given this skill is unique to ARCHETYPEs and TYPEs, and the one case in 

which it appeared it was specifically disabled, it is not available. Even if it was, being a slave 

to a planet is a very stupid idea. 


